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TractorMaster: Continental Expands Agricultural Tire 
Portfolio with Advanced Tractor Tire 
 

 Advanced tractor tire comes with new D.fine lug technology 

 First sizes of new TractorMaster in 65 percent aspect ratio available from mid-September 

 Additional sizes with 70 and 75 percent aspect ratio will follow 
 

Hanover, September 4, 2018. Continental is expanding its product portfolio in the agricultural 

sector. The TractorMaster advanced radial tire complements the standard tires Tractor70 and 

Tractor85 which have been available since last year. 

 

TractorMaster with new D.fine lug technology 

Like the standard tractor tires, the TractorMaster comes with a flexible N.flex carcass and specially 

developed single-wire bead technology. The high elongation of the nylon material used for the 

carcass makes the tire robust and impact-resistant. The special bead design with a single-wire 

bead enables high deflection performance of the sidewall, ensuring very low soil compaction. A 

completely newly developed lug technology called D.fine with a five-percent-larger lug surface than 

standard tires ensures high tire mileage. 

The tires will roll off the assembly line of the agricultural tire manufacturing facilities in Lousado, 

Portugal. The first sizes 540/65R28 and 650/65R38 will be available from mid-September. Further 

sizes will follow in the next few months. 
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Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and networked mobility of people 
and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable 
solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transport. In 2017, Continental generated sales of approximately 
€44 billion and currently employs more than 243,000 people in 60 countries. 
 
The Tire division has 24 production and development locations worldwide. As one of the leading tire 
manufacturers with around 54,000 employees, the division posted sales of €11.3 billion in 2017. Continental 
ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product range for passenger cars, 
commercial vehicles and two-wheelers. Through continuous investment in R&D, Continental makes a major 
contribution to safe, cost-effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The Tire division’s portfolio includes 
services for the tire trade and for fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for commercial 
vehicle tires. 
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Laura Emory 
Marketing and Business Systems Specialist 
Commercial Specialty Tires  
 
Continental 
1830 MacMillan Park Drive 
Fort Mill, SC 29707 
 
Phone: (704) 496-0893 
E-mail: laura.emory@conti-na.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This press release is available in the following languages: English, German 

Links 

 

www.continental-corporation.com 
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